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that impose burdens on businesses and
governments and can destroy jobs. The
Agency Workers Directive, the Preg-
nant Workers Directive, The Working
Time Directive; the list goes on and on.”

Every Labour Party member and
supporter, every trade unionist, every
worker and student should therefore
vote to remain on 23 June. 

Jeremy Corbyn is right to mobilise
the Labour Party against Brexit. All
party members and supporters help to
get the vote out. Young people are
mainly against Brexit but need to be
encouraged to register now and vote
on the day. 

But there is nothing to be gained
from campaigning alongside the Tories
on this issue. As we saw in the Scottish
referendum, it is the kiss of death to line
up alongside hated Tories like Cameron
and Osborne. 

Consequences
Already right wing parties are doing well
in France, Austria, Hungary and Poland.
Brexit  would sharpen national antago-
nisms between states and increase the
likelihood of the entire EU breaking up.
Little imagination is needed to see it
would not only deepen divisions be-
tween countries, but reinforce racism

If you want to fight back against
austerity, then vote to remain in
the EU and  help link up with

mass movements in France, Germany,
Italy, Spain and Greece that have
fought   back against the bankers and
the billionaires. At a time when French
workers are engaged in a major strug-
gle to defend labour rights, a vote to
leave means marching our forces out
of a common struggle against a com-
mon enemy.

A vote to remain doesn’t mean en-
dorsing the EU’s undemocratic institu-
tions - it just means we will remain part
of the common resistance to them.
Within the EU we can step up the fight
for an alternative to today’s Europe run
by the bosses and the European Central
Bank - instead we want a Europe run by
the working class in the interests of the
many, not the few. 

If we vote to leave all the most right
wing and reactionary forces will draw
strength from it. They want to shut out
migrant workers and refugees. Leading
Tories have made clear that they see
Brexit as the first step to tearing up even
more protective legislation. Let
Cameron’s words speak for himself: “In
the name of social protection the EU
has promoted unnecessary measures

within them. And out of these divisions
could come the threat of war.

Even the strongest powers, like the
USA or China, are not really “indepen-
dent” in a global economy. sovereignty
of the British Parliament would be as
powerless to stand up to the bond mar-
kets and ratings agencies, the stock ex-
changes and the IMF as they would be
within the EU. In an era of ever larger
transnational companies and banks, the
necessity and possibility of struggles
spreading internationally is even greater
than in the past. 

The EU is only an arena of struggle,
not a social haven, but it is a wider one
where we can unite millions of workers
against a common enemy.

If the vote goes for staying we need to
fight for the democratisation of the EU's
institutions, to replace all the treaties
and laws that put the privileges of capi-
tal above the rights of working people
to jobs, health, education and housing. 

It means forcing concessions from
our rulers which undermine their
power and lead to the direct struggle
for power. 

Any victory we achieve in any single
state, it will require extension and con-
solidation into a Socialist United States
of Europe

UNITY WITH WORKERS ACROSS EUROPE IS THE WAY TO DEFEAT AUSTERITY
@REDFLAGLABOUR
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JOINIn the last six weeks the Tories have
made more U-turns than in the last
six months. The infighting over the

European referendum has bitterly di-
vided our rulers. Jeremy Corbyn’s leader-
ship of the Labour Party means David
Cameron can no longer count on Labour
MPs supporting his austerity pro-
gramme. 
The watered-down Queen’s speech

shows the Tories aren’t confident that
many of their preferred policies – open-
ing up schools and the BBC to market
forces, scrapping the Human Rights Act
– would get through parliament. 

But a divided government is still a dan-
gerous one. Whatever the outcome of the
referendum on 23 June, it’s certain that
the Tories will regroup for a fresh offen-
sive to complete what they started in
2010. 

And there’s certainly enough for them
to agree on – and us to resist. Plans to
charge migrant workers for healthcare,
raise university tuition fees, hand schools
over to private control, and new police
powers to monitor “domestic extremism”
are just some of the attacks lined up in the
Queen’s Speech. 
The Tories are fighting like rats in a

sack. The recent victories should give
campaigners confidence that the govern-
ment is not invincible. But governments
don’t just fall; they need to be pushed –
hard. 
That’s where Labour comes in. The

election of Corbyn means a break from

the failed strategy of promoting Tory-lite
austerity and pandering to racism. John
McDonnell and Corbyn have said it
means the party will now stand shoulder
to shoulder with workers on strike. 
The Labour leader is more popular

than ever amongst the party’s nearly half
million strong membership. Despite the
sabotage organised by right wing Labour
MPs, the party did well in the recent elec-
tions. 
That’s a good base to start rolling out

the policies – nationalisation of the en-
ergy, rail and mail, a national education
service, reversing privatisation in the
NHS – that secured Corbyn’s victory in
the leadership contest. 

John McDonnell’s State of the Econ-
omy conference on 21 May was a step
foward. It’s refreshing that the new lead-
ership announces policies to an audience
of party members and activists rather
than to press conferences full of Mur-
doch’s hacks. 
These kinds of debates to discuss party

policy should be rolled out nationally.
Corbyn, McDonnell and supportive MPs
should tour the country and speak to as
many grassroots members as possible. 

If they did, they would find over-
whelming support for their leadership,
but they would also be forced to confront
the fact that there is growing disquiet
among party members. 

Where is the campaign against local
government cuts that McDonnell prom-
ised? Why are Labour councils still per-

mitted to cut jobs and close services,
overriding the wishes of residents – not
to mention their local parties? Why has
nationalisation, one of Corbyn’s most
popular demands, disappeared off the
agenda? 
The practice of electing Conference

delegates months in advance means
much of the new membership will not be
entitled to stand as delegates – despite
being among the most active and enthu-
siastic supporters of the party. There is a
danger that this will be the second con-
ference since Corbyn’s election that does
not reflect the views held by the mem-
bers. 

When the first tranche of policies have
been formulated there should be a special
conference to debate, amend and agree
them. It should bind the PLP and the
Shadow Cabinet to advocate and cam-
paign for them. 

But the glacial process of shifting the
party’s official policy should not set the
pace for struggling for change. The party
as a whole, not just Corbyn, McDonnell
or Diane Abbott, needs to identify itself
with groups of workers fighting back, like
the doctors and teachers.

In its policy and in its practice the
Labour Party needs to make it clear that
the days of Blair and Brown are over; that
it is now a party of the working class, for
the working class, fighting for its historic
goals including “the common ownership
of the means of production, distribution
and exchange”.

AGAINST AUSTERITY
100% opposition to Tory austerity. No cuts

to welfare, services, jobs or pay.
End cruel benefits sanctions – stop forc-

ing disabled people to work.
Tax the rich, not the poor: raise taxes on

business and the wealthy. Clamp down on
tax avoidance.

A PLANNED ECONOMY
Take over the banks and financial institu-

tions without compensation. Merge the
banks into a single state-owned investment
bank under direct democratic control of the
working class majority.

Jobs for all. For a massive programme of
investment to create socially useful, sustain-
able jobs. End precarious working – make
casual contracts permanent, including ap-
prenticeships.

Share the work. Cut the hours to a maxi-
mum 30 hour working week and reduce the
retirement age to 60 for all.

Promote a planned shift to sustainable
energy.

Nationalise the top monopolies under
workers control and without compensation.
This to include the great food, water, energy,
transport, infrastructure, pharmaceutical,
manufacturing, property, retail, technology
and telecoms conglomerates.

Draw up a socialist economic plan

through mass direct democracy, matching
production and distribution to popular need
not private greed.

Cancel the national debt to the private
bondholders and refuse to submit to black-
mail from international financial institutions.

END EXPLOITATION
Raise the minimum wage to £10 an hour,

for all, regardless of age.
Work or full pay. Benefits for the unem-

ployed and pensions for the retired at the
level of minimum wage or final salary,
whichever is higher. Pensions to be nation-
alised and guaranteed.

End the pay freeze. Peg wages to a peo-
ple’s cost of living index.

PUBLIC SERVICES 
Build and improve publicly owned social

housing all over Britain, freezing rents, guar-
anteeing tenancies, stopping the sell-off of
estates.

A National Education Service from cradle
to grave, free at the point of delivery. Bring
all schools and nurseries under public own-
ership under control of parents, teachers
and pupils.

Massive investment in health including
mental health services.

Scrap student fees and loan schemes. A
living grant for all.

End PFI/PPP and renationalise privatised
services. Restore local democracy: end the
cap on local authority spending.

DEMOCRACY
Abolish anti-trade union laws. Employ-

ment protection from day one.
Votes at 16.
Nationalise the media, guarantee right to

reply, launch new mass media under dem-
ocratic control of the labour movement.

Abolish the Monarchy, the House of
Lords, the Privy Council.

For a single chamber, elected by propor-
tional representation.

Self-determination for Scotland and
Wales, including the right to separate from
the UK if a majority choose it.

NO TO OPPRESSION
No to racism in all its forms, to Islamopho-

bia, anti-Semitism and national chauvinism.
No to sexism, complete equality for

women, equal pay now.
No to oppression and discrimination

against lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgen-
der people.

Free abortion on demand.
24-hour free childcare facilities for all.
No to discrimination on grounds of disabil-

ity. Abolish Work Capability Assessment, re-
instate all benefits.

INTERNATIONALISM
Cancel Trident.
Britain out of NATO.
Welcome refugees and migrants. Yes to

freedom of movement, no to immigration
controls.

No more imperialist wars. Britain out of

NATO. Troops out of Afghanistan, Eastern
Europe, Ireland and all overseas postings.

Don’t bomb Syria – no to British wars.
Solidarity with Syrians and Kurds fighting
ISIS and Assad.

Stop backing Israel, its occupations and
wars. Boycott Israel and support Palestinian
self-determination and the return of Pales-
tinian refugees.

Break ties with the far right Ukrainian gov-
ernment.

Not a penny or a person for the defence
of the billionaires’ system. Not a standing
army loyal to the establishment, but a de-
fence force of the working class majority.

No to the undemocratic institutions of the
EU. No to a British nationalist walkout – for
a United Socialist States of Europe.

THE LABOUR MOVEMENT
We can revive the Labour Party and the

trade unions, recruiting the young and the
old, the working and the unemployed, the
casual workers, women, black and Asian
people, migrant workers, LGBT people, the
skilled and unskilled, the manual and the of-
fice workers.

End the bans on socialists and the purge
of new members. Restore the right of local
Labour Parties to select and if necessary de-
select their local and parliamentary candi-
dates.

Full policy-making powers to be in the
hands of the membership, not the MPs or
grandees.

Labour MPs to be under the democratic
control of the party’s membership, not the
other way round.

For a democratic and socialist constitution
for Labour that sets public ownership and

socialism as our goals.
For workplace Labour Party branches

and mass Labour women’s, BME, LGBT
and youth organisations.

Labour councils should refuse to carry out
Tory cuts and rally nationwide resistance in-
cluding coordinated strike action against un-
democratic Tory disqualifications and any
attempted imposition of commissioners.

All Labour and union officials to be subject
to regular re-election and to the right of the
members to recall them, and to be paid the
average wage of the workers they represent.

For cross-union and cross-industrial com-
mittees of workers that can take action even
against the wishes of union officials where
necessary.

Workers of all countries, unite – build  an
international union of revolutionary socialist
parties.

REVOLUTION
A left-wing Labour government should not

accept the sabotage of the rich, but should
be a workers’ government and take power
out of the hands of the unelected civil ser-
vants, CEOs, security chiefs and generals.

We need a mass party committed to rev-
olution, which will mean the forcible dispos-
session of the ruling class through direct
action from below, breaking up their un-
elected apparatus of coercion, taking power
into the hands of workers’ councils and a
working class defence force.

Today hundreds of thousands of people
are changing British politics. Soon millions
can change Britain. All together, we can
bring down the Tories and open the road to
a working class government and a social
revolution.

The Tories have got away with too lit-
tle opposition for too long. A Labour
Party infused with its new members’
spirit of resistance and desire for a
radically different alternative, can
start to oppose the Tories’ welfare
cuts, NHS privatisation, their wars
and missiles, their anti-immigrant
racism.

The Tories and big business will
resist every step of the way. The bil-
lionaires who control the media, the
banks and the tax-dodging corpora-
tions will protect their profits every
inch of the way, and will not play by
the rules. 

That is why we need to go further
and campaign for a socialist society,
a society without a rich ruling class
concentrating ownership, control and
power in their own hands. That will
mean a mass movement of millions
of people taking action from below,
fighting to stop the Tories, fighting to
take power out of the hands of the
millionaires and into the hands of the
millions.

If you agree, now is the time to
join. There is a role for you, your pas-
sion and your skills. Help strengthen
the party. Help us fight for a socialist
society. Labour’s old pro-war, pro-
business rumps have their own pres-
sure groups, like ‘Progress’ and
‘Labour First’. So socialists also need
to organise too.

That is where Red Flag comes in.
Get active in Labour and become a
Red Flag supporter, fighting to create
a workers’ party that can be the
champion and organiser of revolu-
tionary change in society.

KD TAIT

REDFLAGONLINE.ORG/JOIN

CONTACT@REDFLAGONLINE.ORG

07879200493
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LOCAL  GOVERNMENT
Simon Hardy

Lambeth resistance grows 

Momentum youth and students to meet in Manchester

Momentum
NC puts foot
on brake

Strikes, occupations, thousands of
people marching against cuts –
Lambeth is currently the site of

some very energetic resistance to austerity
Britain. Housing, libraries, local jobs, gov-
ernment accountability, anti-gentrification
and now the new multi million pound
folly of the Garden Bridge; lively cam-
paigns have sprung up around every issue. 
The south London borough has histor-

ically always suffered under a Conserva-
tive government; it is a very multi-cultural
area with a strong Labour tradition. It is
no different now, the cuts imposed locally
are tearing into our communities and
people are fed up. The occupation of the
Carnegie Library for 10 days in March be-
came a national news story and helped
bring attention to the closure of hundreds
of libraries across the country. The march
in solidarity with the occupation saw over
two thousand people turn out, the largest
local protest since the Poll Tax fight.

Whilst it is no surprise the Tories in
Lambeth have been almost wiped out
electorally, it does bring a particular prob-
lem with it – the cuts are being imposed

The interim leadership of the campaign formed
to support Jeremy Corbyn in the Labour Party
has decided to delay holding its founding con-

ference until February 2017. Although there are plans to
hold regional policy conferences, the delay means that
there is no way for tens of thousands of Corbyn’s support-
ers to organise at a national level. It means that the organ-
isation will be unable to democratically decide what
policies to support in the run up to the most important
Labour Conference in years. It means the existing lead-
ership - which was only elected on an interim mandate-
will be responsible for deciding Momentum’s policy on a
series of controversial issues - or simply putting off a de-
cision, allowing the highly organised right wing to dom-
inate the debate. 
The problem of delaying a thoroughgoing national de-

bate and election of an accountable leadership which rep-
resents the democratically agreed policy of the
organisation was reinforced by the events at the National
Committee meeting. Attempts to stop motions being
heard on spurious grounds, statements appearing without
prior circulation, the use of ‘next businesses’ to end debate
by leading members, etc. is the behaviour of the Labour
right and exactly the opposite of the new politics we are
trying to foster. 
The failure to categorically reject and vigorously oppose

the right wing’s attempt to smear anti-Zionist activists and
manufacture an antisemitism problem is a particular con-
cern. Add in Corbyn and McDonnell’s backpedaling on
key issues like nationalisation, and it’s clear why the cre-
ation of a force that can openly champion principled so-
cialist and internationalist politics in the party cannot be
put off for another year 

by a Labour council. Many of the council
leaders are members of Progress, the
Blairite wing of the party. Their solution
to the crisis of local government is to push
through the cuts, privatise and sell assets
and bulldoze people's homes in Cressing-
ham Gardens and Central Hill Estate.
Residents are enraged at the lack of gen-
uine consultation and the close links be-
tween the council and property
developers like Savilles. 

Affordable homes will be built which
will not be affordable to local people –
only to the newly enriched upper middle
classes pouring into the borough as gen-
trification eats into the area. Now the
council has agreed to the Garden Bridge,
an expensive White Elephant, a folly of
private investment largesse, which will be
underwritten by public money in a time
when children's social care services are
being slashed. People are right to be angry.

Upping the ante
As a result two key battles are emerging.
The first is to unite the campaigns into a
movement that can significantly increase
the pressure on the council. Campaign-
ers have launched Reclaim Lambeth,
which will begin with a protest on 2 July
in Brixton, a movement to coordinate
our efforts and strengthen our cam-
paigns through collaboration. 

After last years Reclaim Brixton
demonstration there were high hopes for
more coordination but this did not occur
spontaneously. This time we need to
make sure that the mobilisation is ac-
companied by getting local trade unions,

the Trades Union Council, community
campaigns like those over library clo-
sures and housing groups, plus left forces
in the Labour party and outside it, to all
send delegates to a Lambeth Assembly or
Open Conference. There we need to de-
bate and agree a plan of action to resist
attacks but also to put forward a vision of
what we want to see for Lambeth, Lon-
don, indeed the whole country. 
The second front is around Labour it-

self. Many local people are, understand-
ably, deeply frustrated with Labour.
Despite the variety of issues, we are all
concerned about the cuts and the lack of
local accountability from the Progress
dominated council. Some are furious and
will vote Green, some even Tory seeing
them as a legitimate opposition to the ar-
rogant attitude of the Progressites. Those
of us active in Momentum are making the
case that with Corbyn elected as leader, 

Progress might be powerful in Lambeth
but they are totally sidelined nationally.
We want to keep the pressure up inter-
nally to fight them every step of the way
to show there is internal opposition and
Progress do not speak for the vast major-
ity of Labour members. 

The challenges we face are in mobilising
the Corbynista new members to get in-
volved in that fight and to turn the Labour
left out to campaigns and activism beyond
the usual canvassing. We have to build a
strong working class movement to create
the kind of groundswell that can push
Labour left and actually win the 2020 gen-
eral election. This is starting to happen in
Lambeth – can it happen elsewhere?

REPORT
Rebecca Anderson

The movement emerging
in Lambeth could act as a
model for everyone fight-
ing council cuts across the
country 

@Simon_Hardy1

@kdytait

On 5 June, Momentum Youth and
Students will hold its founding con-
ference in Manchester. The confer-

ence is open to all members of Momentum
under 30, or in education. 
This is the first national meeting of a section

of Momentum and is a chance to ensure that
young Labour members take advantage of the
opportunities presented by Jeremy Corbyn’s
leadership of the party. 
The Queen’s Speech announcing the gov-

ernment’s proposals for this parliament con-
firmed that the Tories want to free tuition fees

to rise to stratospheric levels, push ahead with
the privatisation of all levels of education and
drastically reduce the number of FE colleges. 

Opposing these attacks and developing a
plan to fight for the kind of education we want
will be an important way for Momentum to
win school, college and university students to
Labour and revitalise Young Labour and
Labour clubs by infusing them with a spirit of
political debate and a campaigning focus. 

While education will clearly be a priority for
many young members, the conference will
rightly provide a chance to discuss organising
young workers, fighting for liberation and
equality, and presenting the case for an alter-
native and progressive economic policy. 
The conference is scheduled to agree a con-

stitution and elect a leadership “to take for-

ward the work of the organisation for the next
year”. Unfortunately, with no opportunity for
local Momentum or Young Labour groups to
submit motions on political or campaigning
priorities to the conference, it seems that it will
be difficult for members to agree a collective
plan that could bring people together on the
basis of thorough political discussion and
democratic decision making. This is a shame,
because Jeremy Corbyn’s leadership genuinely
enthused a huge number of young people and
we shouldn’t waste the opportunity to bring
people into political activity by giving them a
stake in the organisation. 

Many have seen that involvement of young
people following Corbyn’s election has been
patchy. An excellent first meeting of Lambeth
Young Labour saw many members pointing

out reasons for this: boring CLP or Ward
meetings, obstruction or hostility from the
right wing, a lack of political discussion and
activity beyond voter-identification and door-
knocking, a feeling that young people are
treated as second class members. 

So it’s important that the conference strikes
the right balance between political debate and
decision making alongside introducing new
members to the valuable traditions and meth-
ods of working class organisation that collec-
tively empowers individuals to have a say on
what the organisation as a whole does. Every
new organisation has its teething problems;
these concerns aside, the conference is an im-
portant first step to building a grassroots youth
movement that can develop its own politics
and strategy to campaign for socialism 

MOMENTUM
KD Tait
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EDUCATION
Bernie McAdam

Testing to 
destruction
“What’s the difference between a subordinating
conjunctive and a preposition?” Tory education
ministers don’t know so why should 11 year olds?

Teachers should vote to strike

The latest leak of a primary school test
online is trying the patience of the
Department of Education and caus-

ing huge embarrassment. The DoE has linked
this to a campaign of sabotage and warned of
a “rogue marker”. In truth the tests are a vic-
tim of their own shortcomings amid a torrent
of hostility from teachers, educators and par-
ents. Even head teachers heckled Education
Secretary Nicky Morgan over the tests at their
conference.

Parent groups around the country have
sprung up in opposition to Standard Assess-
ment Tests (SATs) and organised a pupil
strike on 3 May. Using social media to spread
the message, the “Let our Kids be Kids” cam-
paign saw thousands of pupils in Brighton,

London and Newcastle join the strike. Over
48,000 signed a petition against the tests.

On the campaign’s Facebook one parent
complained, “We don’t need SATs and acad-
emies, we need to give teachers the freedom
to teach in a way that doesn't cause stress and
anxiety and allows them to flourish and
achieve the best they are able. Children aren't
machines and it's about time we stopped
treating them like they are.”

Exam factories
Kevin Courtney, NUT Deputy General Sec-
retary, blamed the “narrow curriculum” and
the “exam factories” culture in schools for a
decline in the mental health of pupils. Re-
ports of students in tears after a recent Eng-
lish SATs test reflect the stress many pupils
feel under.

The NUT, in a recent survey, has noted
how 90 per cent of teachers reported pupils

becoming stressed and anxious as the tests
neared. The Young Minds charity regards this
as “very concerning” and said success should
be judged by the development of a child’s
character, resilience and well-being, not their
exam scores.

Constant testing means constant stress.
Feelings of failure and inadequacy at such a
young age are not a positive experience.
Pupils need to enjoy their learning and not
be stifled by unnecessary testing; they need
a broad and balanced curriculum. Testing
is not the only means of assessing a child’s
education.

In a wider context, the Tories’ obsession
with “failing” schools (to justify academies)
and “failing” pupils (to justify league tables)
is part of their strategy to deliver a priva-
tised and two-tiered education system at
the expense of a rich, comprehensive edu-
cation for all.

Boycott SATs
The storm around SATs has been gathering
for some time. The lack of decisive action
from teaching unions over the years has
forced parents into action. The NUT has
written to Morgan and met Schools Minis-
ter Nick Gibb, calling for an immediate re-
view of the primary curriculum and
assessment regime, involving teachers and
concerned parties.

The NUT has also pledged to create “a
broad alliance of teachers, researchers and
parents to lay the basis of a campaign
against the 2017 tests. We aim to help or-
ganise an autumn conference to take this
campaign further.” 

But the union leaders need to spell out
loud and clear that if the government do
not make a U-turn then the SATs will be
boycotted next time round – by teachers,
alongside parents

Education Secretary Nicky Morgan has made
a U-turn in her forced academisation pro-
gramme. This is good as far as it goes but she

insists that the Tories’ intention remains to eventu-
ally convert all schools into academies.

Moreover she is determined to move academies
away from national terms and conditions, abolish
national standards for teachers’ qualifications and
remove the need to have parents on Governing
Boards.

Schools also face funding cuts, in addition to the
attacks in the Education and Adoption Bill, that
will threaten their terms and conditions. As well as
additional employer contributions to National In-
surance and pensions, raising wage bills by 10 per
cent over five years, a new funding formula could
cut many inner-city school budgets by as much as
9 per cent.

A ballot for a national one-day strike in July and

further action in the autumn is under way, closing
on 22 June.

Teachers must turn out and vote “yes” in huge
numbers now the undemocratic Trade Union Act is
about to become law. So the biggest turnout and
largest margin of victory for a “Yes” vote would be
the best way to strike fear into the government and
boost teachers’ confidence. 

Activists must go into schools and rally teachers
for the vote. New ways of involving the membership
must be found to encourage participation. In Lam-
beth NUT members are organising “ballot parties”
where members bring along their ballots and vote
collectively before posting them, while Unison ac-
tivists are trying to register local disputes so school
support staff can join in.

Of course more than one day of action will be
needed if previous disputes are anything to go by. If
the vote is secured then the National Executive must
rapidly escalate the action so it does not drag on for
ages, letting demoralisation set in. The Tories are not
in a good place right now and we should up the ante
to ensure they retreat in ignominy

TRADE  UNIONS
An NUT member

The NUT has demanded the Tories provide 
additional funding to ensure:

National collective bargaining on pay and
conditions in all schools and academies

No worsening of pay and other terms and
conditions

Real improvement in teaching conditions, in
particular limiting class sizes to a maximum of
30

Reduction in teachers’ workloads, with limits
on marking, data handling and planning

Reintroduction of pay portability, pay 
increments, fixed pay scales, and the 
abolition of performance related pay

A significant improvement in measures to
ensure teacher retention, including job 
security

SIX DEMANDS

+
% ?

-x=
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ANALYSIS
Sandy McBurney

Labour has to go back 
to basics in Scotland

DWP pay 
deal sells 
union short

Scottish Labour suffered a historic
defeat in the Holyrood elections, se-
curing just 20 per cent of the vote

and 24 seats. The biggest shock of the
night came when they were pushed into
third place by the Tories. Why and how
did this happen to the mass party of the
working class, which up to 15 years ago
dominated Scottish politics?
The first thing to say is that the Labour

Party north of the border is very Blairite.
In December 2014 they elected as leader
right-wing Blairite Jim Murphy, who beat
left-winger Neil Findlay. For 40 years or
more Labour has been the dominant
party in Scotland, administering capital-
ism in local government and then, after
1997, in the Scottish Parliament. Labour
bureaucrats ran the show. There is a small
left, but the pro-capitalist right has always
dominated the party.

Kezia Dugdale, the current leader, was
Murphy’s deputy and is also a Blairite.
Dugdale supported Yvette Cooper for
leader but has since taken some steps to
the left in order to try and regain support
from workers alienated by New Labour.
The most publicised part the manifesto

was the proposal for an increase in taxes:
up to 50p for the top band and a penny
more for everyone else. Dugdale made her
personal opposition to scrapping Trident
well known, despite the Scottish party’s po-
sition for abolition being in the manifesto.

But this was not the class struggle man-
ifesto to end austerity that we needed. In
a period demanding class struggle against
the Tory offensive, this was not a manifesto
to inspire the working class for the battles
ahead. The working class was clearly not
convinced by the proposal to increase tax-
ation, especially better off workers, some
of whom have stayed at home or even
switched to the Tories.

Candidates of the right dominated the
lists. Anas Sarwar and Johann Lamont
topped the Labour list in Glasgow, for ex-
ample. Everyone knows they’re not Cor-
byn supporters; very few Corbynites were
candidates as you had to be a Party mem-
ber for six months to participate in the se-
lection process.

Scottish Nationalism has sunk roots

Anew pay deal has been agreed between De-
partment for Works and Pensions (DWP)
and the Public and Commercial Services

Union (PCS), but it is unclear whether the union’s
conference and membership will accept the deal.
The offer sees new starters getting a 5% pay rise over
the next five years but existing staff would receive 1-
2 per cent per year for five years.
The public sector pay remit for 2016 is limited to

1 per cent but the Cabinet Office has given the
DWP flexibility so long as they can achieve some
strategic goals, i.e. buy out some of our hard-won
terms and conditions. After years of pay freezes and
1 per cent caps they think staff might just be desper-
ate enough to take the deal.

Anyone starting after 2014 is already on 8am-
8pm contracts, but those who started before are on
7am-7pm. There are also part time workers and
term-time staff, many of whom work reduced hours
to look after children. New starters have to work
Saturdays as extended working hours for basic pay;
existing staff work Saturdays as paid overtime.
The new pay deal would move all staff to the

8am-8pm contract and term-time staff could have
their hours changed “to suit business needs”. For
new starters like myself this deal is excellent but for
existing staff who have not had a pay rise for the last
3 years it is a kick in the teeth. In our union meeting
the majority of members said they are going to re-
ject the deal, for which I don’t blame them at all. 

Over the coming months there is going to be a
ballot about the deal and if it is agreed (or imposed)
then those who opt out will only get a 0.25 per cent
pay rise each year and their hours will be changed
according to business needs. Management have said
that they will look at individual cases, but part-time
staff are understandably concerned that their hours
will be changed in unmanageable ways and the pay
rise will not cover increased childcare costs.

Activists will deliver their verdict at the PCS con-
ference on 24-26 May. It’s concerning that the union
leadership in the DWP have accepted the offer but if
the conference is anything like my branch the deci-
sion will be overturned and members asked to re-
ject the offer in the forthcoming ballot.

For me it’s a pay rise with no change to my hours
but I will be voting to reject the deal so that my col-
leagues who have worked there a long time get the
deal they deserve. Allowing ourselves to be divided
between new and more experienced staff will do us
no good in the long term. 

If the PCS DWP conference agrees to recom-
mend members accept the offer, there will have to
be a grassroots campaign for a “no” vote. To get a
better deal there will have to be strike action and
further negotiation. DWP is the biggest civil service
department and very well unionised so we can fight
and win, but we need a leadership that is willing to
fight

into working class areas. Labour has worn
down its support over the years, especially
since the disastrous Iraq war. The Saltire
can be seen flying in some working class
areas, something that was never seen be-
fore. Socialist politics can win them back,
but not warmed up Blairism.

Since the election, some on the Labour
right have touted Home Rule for Scot-
land as a way of winning back support
from the nationalists. There are also calls
from the right for Labour in Scotland to
become a totally separate party divorced
from the party in the rest of Britain.

But history shows, you can’t out-nat the
nationalists. The real way to counter na-
tionalist illusions is by adopting class
struggle politics, not aping the national-
ists. The need for a British-wide fight-
back and British-wide unity of the
working class has to be central. Sepa-
ratism is playing into the hands of the
SNP and the right.

The nationalist left
Despite the claims during and after the
referendum of the left growing and a mass
influx into the SSP, the truth is, the Scot-
tish left is smaller than at any time since
1960s. Solidarity scored 0.6 per cent and
RISE 0.5, an abysmal vote for both. Nei-
ther Solidarity nor RISE stood in the con-
stituency section; Solidarity called for a
vote for the SNP, and RISE for a vote for
any of the pro-independence parties.
Compare this to the left’s vote in 2003,
when the SSP won over 100,000 votes,
30,000 in Glasgow alone.

Solidarity may now call it a day. A lot
of their activists left before the vote when
there was another falling out with their
leadership. RISE are very disappointed

and disoriented. SSP activists did not like
having RISE foisted upon them.

TUSC stood in just six constituencies.
Their vote wasn’t too bad, as they were the
only lefts standing: two in Dundee and
three in Glasgow, scoring around 600-900.
They also pushed independence but were
more critical of the SNP than RISE or Sol-
idarity.

But taken together the left is in com-
plete crisis. RISE has sunk, with many
leaving the sinking ship. Ex-SSP people
are talking about joining Labour… to
argue there for Scottish independence.

Way forward
It’s important for the left to fight for a
British-wide fightback and promote a
British-wide socialist programme. What
is the best vehicle for this? The Campaign
for Socialism (CFS) has grown and looks
likely to become the Scottish section of
Momentum. Led by Neil Findlay, the CFS
has called a meeting for Sunday 29 May to
discuss the way forward.
The danger is that the CFS will not

stand up against the Labour right-wing.
Those who want to build Momentum

have a better idea of the need to get onto
the streets, rather than the non-confronta-
tional Labour left stalwarts. I think we
need to put up a candidate of the left
against Dugdale, for example, but it looks
like the majority of the left don’t want that
at present.

The New Labour careerists failed to
deliver for workers in Scotland, so they
lost their support. The party can be re-
built but only if the left advances a class
struggle socialist program and takes on
and removes the Blairite right from their
positions of leadership

TRADE  UNIONS
Sarah Barden New Labour’s formula has delivered the greatest electoral defeat

in Scottish Labour’s history. It’s time for change
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JUsticE
Bernie McAdam

‘Joint enterprise’ is a 
court full of lies

Northern Ireland: People before
Profit enters Stormont

Joint Enterprise: Not Guilty by Associa-
tion (JENGbA) held a demonstration
outside Downing St on 16 May to de-

mand the freedom of prisoners incarcerated
by the law on joint enterprise. The grassroots
campaign is currently supporting over 600
men, women and youth (the youngest of
which is just 13) that have been locked up for
crimes committed by other people. Family
members from all over Britain and the north
of Ireland called for their innocent relatives
to be freed, with the cry, “Joint enterprise is a
court full of lies”.
These prisoners have been convicted using

an archaic law called joint enterprise, which
was originally intended and used to stop the
aristocracy duelling against each other. If one
duellist killed another then all involved in
that duel, including the surgeons, were
charged with murder. Now the law continues
to allow the courts to convict people for
crimes like murder on little or no evidence.
Making a phone call is enough to convict

someone if the person making or receiving
the call goes on to commit a crime.

Racist
The police and the Crown Prosecution Serv-
ice have used the joint enterprise law to send
down mainly young people with mandatory
sentences for crimes they have not commit-
ted. Nearly 80 per cent of victims have come
from the black and ethnic minority commu-
nity. The alleged “gang” affiliation is dispro-
portionately used to secure convictions for
black youth.

A survey called Dangerous Associations,
carried out by the Centre for Crime and Jus-
tice Studies, found that, in their study of
nearly 250 serving prisoners, black and eth-
nic minority people have been victims of
racist criminal justice practices. The report
confirms that such prisoners have been un-
fairly identified by the police as members of
dangerous “gangs”.

Craigavon Two
In the north of Ireland this law is also well
known. Mass arrests of youth for allegedly
fighting British soldiers was a feature of joint

enterprise application prior to the Peace
Process. Has it now gone away? Not a bit. The
case of the Craigavon Two, where Brendan
McConville and John Paul Wootton were
convicted of the killing of a policeman, is
widely regarded as a blatant miscarriage of
justice that has resulted from joint enterprise.

These men were also convicted in a
Diplock Court, where there is no jury and a
single judge presides over proceedings. Fam-
ily members joined the JENGbA demonstra-
tion in London demanding an immediate
review of all cases of joint enterprise. The
Craigavon Two is the latest in a long line of
British miscarriages of justice: Guildford
Four, Birmingham Six, Maguire Seven, Judith
Ward, and so on.
Their conviction and the four years Bren-

dan and John Paul have already served in
Maghaberry prison are blatantly unjust. Even
the wife of PSNI Constable Stephen Carroll

has stated herself that she believed her hus-
band’s killers were still not apprehended.

Free the innocent
After several years of campaigning, JENGbA
won a significant victory when the Supreme
Court judges in February ruled that the law
on joint enterprise had taken a wrong turn
since 1984.
In effect the law was being abused and mis-

interpreted. However, that does not necessar-
ily affect those who are currently serving life
sentences.

JENGbA is calling on the government to
“devise a legal framework to enable a blanket
annulment of all the joint enterprise convic-
tions gained in the full knowledge that the
person convicted was not actually guilty of
the index offence and one that would ensure
that no individuals would have to fight their
cases separately, as well as establishing the
compensation fund”.
The Supreme Court judgement decided

that any wrong turn should be corrected. If
the law has got it wrong for over 30 years,
then it is time to exonerate the victims. It is
time to free the innocent!

In the north of Ireland the picture appears
similar to past elections. The Democratic
Unionist Party (DUP) and Sinn Fein re-

main the largest parties and will continue to
lead the Executive in pursuing the austerity
dictated from Westminster. 

However the DUP vote was down 0.8 per
cent and Sinn Fein was down 2.9 per cent.
The smaller UUP, SDLP and Alliance parties
also saw their share of first preference votes
slightly decline. Most encouragingly though
was the election of two candidates from the
anti-austerity People before Profit (PbP), a
campaign front initiated by the Socialist
Workers Party. 

The election of Gerry Carroll and Eamonn
McCann at the expense of Sinn Fein and the
SDLP was a remarkable statement of opposi-
tion to the austerity measures emanating
from Stormont. Gerry Carroll topped the
share of first preference votes with 23 per cent
in West Belfast. It matched the rise of Anti-
Austerity Alliance/People before Profit in ear-
lier elections this year in the Republic of
Ireland, which won 3.9 per cent of the vote
and increased its number of TDs (parliamen-
tary deputies) from four to six.
In line with movements against austerity
across Europe and the rise of Corbyn in
Britain, PbP capitalised on a mood of revul-
sion against the cuts and the hypocrisy of es-
tablished parties and leaders. This was not
across the board, as only three PbP candi-
dates stood. Also the Socialist Party’s Labour

Alternative stood on an anti-austerity ticket,
receiving only 2.4, 1.7 and 1.4 per cent in
other areas.

While welcoming the PbP results, the So-
cialist Party point out the PbP is “largely
based in and orientated to Catholic working
class communities which is often reflected in
its language and positions it takes on con-
tentious issues like parades”. Well, it is to be
welcomed that the PbP has taken a stand
against Orange sectarian marches in Catholic
areas.

It is important that socialists in the north,
be they in the SP or the SWP, do not ignore
the fight against British imperialism at home.
It is obvious that socialists should fight on an
anti-sectarian basis, but maybe not so obvi-
ous to see the source of that sectarianism in
the British created northern state itself. 

PbP should now use the platform they have
won to help build a mass movement of work-
ers to fight the cutbacks. A militant campaign
within the communities and unions, focusing
on strikes, mass demonstrations and direct
action, is needed. Clearly the battle won't be
won in Stormont and maximum pressure
needs to be exerted on the trade union lead-
ers for indefinite strikes to stop the Executive
ripping up our services. 

If the PbP is to lead a concerted struggle
against the northern state on austerity, it
will not be able to avoid the fight against
repression emanating from Britain’s sectar-
ian state and its occupation of the north. A
new workers party that is both anti-auster-
ity and anti-imperialist, armed with a pro-
gramme for a Workers’ Republic, is still a
burning necessity

ElEctions
Bernie McAdam

If the law has got it wrong for over 30
years, then it is time to exonerate the
victims
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HISTORY
Chris Close 

The Easter Rising, Ireland 1916

Dublin, Easter weekend 2016, saw
tens of thousands of people line the
streets. Flags, banners and photos of

martyrs were displayed on every street corner,
shop and building. Socialists and Republicans
marched through the city while the govern-
ment held a military parade, complete with a
fly over. Graffiti and stickers called for the
“Unfinished Revolution” to be continued. A
battle over the legacy of Ireland's most famous
uprising against British rule was taking place.

But 100 years ago a very real battle took
place across the city where thousands of Irish
nationalists and socialists, in the midst of the
bloodbath of the First World War, proclaimed
an independent Irish Republic and took on
the most powerful empire on earth. It is im-
portant to look back at the events to remem-
ber the sacrifice made by people and learn the
lessons for the fight against imperialism today.

Colonial oppression
Ireland a century ago was the colonial pos-
session of Britain, dominated politically,
ruthlessly exploited economically. Irish cul-
ture and language was suppressed in an at-
tempt to crush opposition. This was a process
that had been going on for hundreds of years
and had resulted in several uprisings against
British rule in the 125 years before the Rising.
The Irish nationalist movement hoped to es-

tablish Home Rule, a form of self-government
within the empire. The rich, who believed that
they could negotiate more powers from
Britain in order to have more control over the
working class and peasantry of Ireland, con-
trolled the principle party of this movement,
the Irish Parliamentary Party (IPP).

However there was a significant minority
in this movement that believed that this
would only be possible through armed strug-
gle and they organised in a secret society
known as the Irish Republican Brotherhood.
It would be this group, organised within the
Irish Volunteers, that formed the majority of
the fighters during the Rising.

They found a powerful ally in the so-
cialist movement. Led by charismatic
leaders like Jim Larkin and James Con-
nolly they had built trade unions that led
a formidable strike in 1913 known as the
Dublin Lockout. This dispute had radi-
calised thousands of workers in the capi-
tal and hundreds of them formed a militia
known as the Irish Citizens Army (ICA).
Originally formed to defend strikers it
would become a key force in the Rising.

World War
1914 was a watershed year for Ireland as else-
where. Firstly the Dublin Lockout was de-

feated at the beginning of the year, smashing
the hopes of many. The First World War broke
out and the Socialist International betrayed the
working class and lined up behind their own
capitalists, with the notable exception of so-
cialists like Lenin, Luxemburg and Connolly.

In Ireland 50,000 signed up to fight, with
many more following. The conditions be-
came worse for the Irish, with 78% of people
on less than £1 a week compared with only
40-50% in England and Scotland. This en-
couraged many, especially Connolly and the
ICA, that a rising was necessary before more
Irish working people were sacrificed for the
profits of Britain's ruling elite. 
The IPP supported the war, causing the

Irish Volunteers to split with around 12,000
of 200,000 in favour of an uprising and op-
posed to the war. They brought forward their
plans for a rising and allied themselves with
the ICA after reading in Connolly's Worker's
Republic of their intention to fight as well.
This alliance issued a Proclamation for the

establishment of an independent Irish Re-
public. There was no mention of socialism.

But Connolly only saw this as a first step to-
wards a socialist revolution that would spread
across the whole globe and liberate people
not just from national subjugation but from
poverty, war and exploitation as well.

The Rising
The Rising was almost cancelled before it
began after sections of the leadership of the
Irish Volunteers refused to support it. But de-
spite this confusion up to 2,000 assembled in
Dublin on Easter Monday. Connolly was put
in command. Countess Markievicz, a social-
ist and ICA second in command, was the first
to read the Proclamation. She would take
part in the fighting at Stephen’s Green along-
side the women's Republican organisa-
tion, Cumann na mBan.
The Rising initially took the British by sur-

prise. The rebels managed to capture key sec-
tions of the city and hold them against better
armed and disciplined troops. For example,
at the battle of Mount Street Bridge 17 rebels
managed to hold off hundreds of British sol-
diers who suffered 240 casualties.

This would soon change. Within a day the
British outnumbered the rebels and by the
end of the week they would have 16,000
troops in the city backed by warships and ar-
tillery. On the second day  the battleship
Helga sailed up the Liffey and opened fire,
destroying the unoccupied HQ of Con-
nolly's trade union, the ITGWU.

But in an ironic twist of fate the ship's first
shot hit a railway bridge and the ricocheting
shell narrowly missed the vessel. Over the
week the British tried to avoid too many
frontal assaults and instead battered the rebel
positions from afar, destroying much of the
city and setting fire to the centre of Dublin.

After days of this bombardment, with Con-
nolly injured and forced to abandon the Gen-
eral Post Office, the rebel HQ, the decision
was made to surrender. The British now
made their attempt to crush any resistance.

Martial law was declared placing Ireland
under military occupation. Troops flooded
the countryside and rounded up over 3,500
Republicans, many of which had no part in
the Rising; 1,600 were deported to England.
But the worst fate awaited the leaders; 16 were
executed, James Connolly left till last, tied to
a chair and shot on 12 May, as he was unable
to stand. But the empire, in attempting to
stamp out the fire, only fanned the flames.

Legacy
The Rising may have been a small revolution-
ary minority and initially many people were
hostile to the rebels. But the British reaction
over the proceeding months, coupled with
the worsening conditions and threats of con-
scription, would soon give oxygen to the
smouldering embers that the Rising had left,
creating a flame of resistance against British
rule that could not be extinguished.

Although its aims of a free and united Ire-
land are still not achieved today, it would never
be the same and the memory of the fight
serves to inspire new generations to this day.
The Rising struck a blow for Irish freedom,

as it did against the imperialist slaughter of
the First World War. But the resistance also
had a profound effect on colonial peoples
around the world. During the war revolts
multiplied in the German Cameroons,
Nyasaland, Dahomey, French Indochina,
Niger, Portuguese East Africa, Libya and
more. But it was 1916 that echoed around the
British Empire in particular. The Chittagong
rising in India and the rebellion in Egypt
drew inspiration from Ireland.
The 1916 Rising presaged the revolutionary
crisis set to engulf Europe after the war as
much as it spelled the end of Empire. The di-
vided Ireland of today is a far cry from what
the Easter rebels fought for. The real legacy for
socialists is to celebrate 1916 as a blow against
imperialism. Time to move forward and fulfil
Connolly's vision of a Workers’ Republic

The Easter Proclamation of 1916
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The “Referendum
campaign” has

been dominated by
the public rows 

between the two
wings of the Tory

Party. But there are
also those on the

left advocating exit.
This article makes

the case for socialist
internationalism

FIGHT FOR A
SOCIALIST

UNITED
STATES OF

EUROPE
The divisions amongst the Tories are

rooted in the different interests of
different sections of British capital,

the “Remainers” expressing those of the
biggest capital formations, who need to
operate on the global scale, while their ri-
vals are generally backed by smaller capi-
tals who fear competition and regulation
from foreign companies.
The picture is complicated not just by

the selfish interests of career and wealth
characteristic of their class, but much
more by their shared inability to say what
they really want. The tone was set when
Cameron promised a referendum on
British membership as an easy way of pla-
cating the right wing of his party. This led
to the much-hyped “renegotiation” of UK
membership, itself a conscious deceit
since that could only be done by revising
the various Treaties, which were never
discussed. Now, we have the ridiculous
claims and counter claims that have dom-
inated the “debate” as the two sides try to
whip up support on an issue that barely
registered any interest among voters. 
Thus, David Cameron claims that Abu

Bakr al-Baghdadi, the Islamic State chief,
and Vladimir Putin, the Russian presi-
dent, will be pleased if Britain votes to
leave, while Boris Johnson says of Euro-
pean unity, “Napoleon, Hitler, various
people tried this out, and it ends tragi-
cally”. Ukip’s Nigel Farage then claims EU
membership means “the free movement
of terrorists, criminal gangs and Kalash-
nikovs”. Such buffoonery just demon-
strates their contempt for ordinary people.
The fountainhead of lies and confusion

are the right wing dailies - The Sun, The

Daily Express, The Daily Mail, The Star,
whose millionaire owners all hate a “Eu-
rope” they cannot control as they do
British politics. For years, they have re-
ported all things continental as negatively
as possible, not hesitating to simply invent
“regulations” about straight bananas and
reduced meat content in sausages or bor-
ders wide open to terrorists.

Slightly more seriously, Cameron has
quoted businessmen and women and
economists warning of the tough conse-
quences of leaving the EU. You would
hardly believe that, less than a year ago, he
was himself claiming he would advocate
just that unless his piddling “reforms”
were agreed to by the EU leaders. Never-
theless, such warnings have probably had
an effect. Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty,
the only legal basis for leaving, envisages
a two year timetable for negotiations,
firmly under the control of the EU. Britain
would have no vote on the outcome, it
would be a ‘take it or leave it’ deal.

Brexiteers claim that this would include
a preferential trade deal, like those with
Switzerland, Norway or Canada. They do
not mention that those deals require
adoption of nearly all the rules the Eu-
rosceptics hate so much. In Norway’s case,
this even includes membership of Schen-
gen. Moreover, Britain would lose its veto
on any measures the EU adopts in future.
In addition, exit by a major economic
power like Britain would be a serious blow
to the EU as a whole and the other major
powers would hardly be inclined to re-
ward it with generous trade deals.
Obama’s visit made it clear that the US
would not be coming to the rescue, either. 

Playing the racist card
The Brexiteers, sensing that they ha
made no impact with the economic arg
ments, are now playing what they imagi
is their trump card, racism. Here, th
think the anxieties cranked up by t
tabloids over decades can be turned in
Leave votes. Thus, Michael Gove claim
anywhere between 2.6 million and 5 m
lion extra EU migrants could come 
Britain by 2030. The Justice Secreta
warns of “clearly unsustainable” strains 
Britain’s hospitals if the country remai
in the EU.

“We will regain control of our borde
they chorus, as if Britain today had 
open borders policy or that Brussels cou
impose one. Britain never joined the pa
port-free Schengen zone, so it retains 
its own border controls and checks, 
everyone who has crossed the Chann
knows. 

Moreover, as the spread of bord
fences has just demonstrated, the EU ca
not enforce the Schengen rules. Britai
brutal refusal to help with relocating Sy
ian refugees also proved that the EU ca
not force open any of its member stat
borders.

Nor has anyone produced any serio
evidence that Eastern European worke
are taking “our” jobs, welfare and hea
benefits or lowering “our” wages. Th
overall evidence is that migrant worke
pay far more in taxes than they rece
in state benefits. According to the Eco
omist, “even during the worst years 
the financial crisis, in 2007-11, th
made a net contribution of almost 
billion to British public finances”.
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Some of the dwindling band of Left
wing Brexiteers (Lexiteers as they like to
be known) claim that it was UK trade
unions that won these for their members
but British law has always been weak on
legal embodiment of general rights for all
workers. What have been recognised are
negotiated work contracts which apply
only to the trades or firms which negotiate
them. In British law, for example, there is
no “right to strike”. Many gains were in-
troduced in the form of directives at EU
level and were only grudgingly imple-
mented in the UK with new laws. Many
were simply opted-out of.

Of course, these social gains for workers
right across Europe were not a free gift
from the continent’s capitalists. In large
measure, they were the results of the
strength of the trade unions and the pres-
sure of large reformist workers' parties
who won welfare states in better times. EU
regulations, like the overarching Social
Charter or Chapter, were nevertheless a
mechanism for spreading them. In short,
they are the gains of national and Europe-
wide class struggle.

Since Thatcher’s victories over the steel
workers, miners, print workers and dock-
ers in the 1980s, Britain under both Tories
and New Labour has been the pioneer of
neoliberal “reforms” which were then fol-
lowed by “Europe”. For at least two
decades now, improved legal protections
and rights, such as the Working Time Di-
rective, limiting work to 48 hours per
week,  the Temporary Agency Workers
Directive, giving the same protection to
“precarious” workers and the Pregnant
Workers Directive, have come to Britain,

to an important degree, because the bal-
ance of class forces in Europe was more
favourable to workers. That is why British
unions changed their attitude radically
over the past 25 years or so.

The rise of the Right
After the Crash of 2007-08, budget aus-
terity was used to attack the gains workers
had made right across the continent. But
European workers did not meet this with
passivity, resistance was strongest in
France, Italy, Germany, Spain and Greece.
Thus, whilst the European Union is the
Europe of Capital, it is also the continent
and the major imperialist power block
with the strongest and most militant
workers' movement. Thus it is a major
arena of class struggle.
The neoliberal right see social spending

on health, welfare, education, as simply a
deduction from “wealth creation” by
which they mean their profits. This is a
short-term and self-defeating view, lead-
ing to shortages of skilled labour and
acute social problems. However, it is in-
trinsic to capitalism, which never grants
substantial reforms except under ex-
tremely advantageous economic circum-
stances, such as in the 1950s, or in very
dangerous political ones like the high lev-
els of class struggle in the post world war
period and the 1970s.

European workers have waged major
battles over the past decade and a half
against the destruction of their social
gains first in the name of globalisation and
then in the name of austerity.

On the other side of the barricades as it
were there has been a turn to the right in

countries across Europe in the early
2000s. This turn to pro-market policies
was also championed by Labour and So-
cialist leaders, by “New Middle” Social
Democrats like Gerhardt Schroeder and
New Labour’s Tony Blair.

As the right grew stronger in govern-
ments across the continent the European
Commission and Council and the Euro-
pean Central Bank started to press for
more and more neoliberal “reforms”
which tried to erode social protection,
such as the 2006 Bolkestein Services Di-
rective. However this met fierce resistance
from sectors of European workers and
was much watered down.
The ongoing onslaught on the Greek

workers ripped the social mask from the
face of Europe’s rulers. Of course there
was no sympathy for them coming from
the British ruling class or its media.

Nevertheless austerity, privatisation, so-
cial destruction has had a massive weak-
ening effect on the prestige of the EU.
Europhobic parties have emerged in
France, Germany, Poland and Hungary,
ironically proving Jacques Delors former
head of the EU Commission correct, i.e.
that a free market EU needed a social di-
mension (welfare, workplace rights, etc.)
to make workers and the lower middle
classes adopt a positive attitude to the EU
of Capital.
The onslaught on a “social Europe” has

fueled the rise of right wing Europhobic
parties, some coming to power in the
weaker economies of the east and centre
of the Union.  A contributory factor has
been the defection to the neoliberal
agenda of “Socialist” parties across the
continent and the failure of the trade
unions to press home the struggle when
there have been mass movements in dif-
ferent countries.
Thus the answer to “Europe’s crisis” for

British workers is not Brexit (or Lexit) -
being left to fight alone with our ultra-ne-
oliberal ruling class in conditions of eco-
nomic crisis but engagement in a
European class struggle alongside the
French, Spanish and Greek workers. They
have already defended important gains
and will do so all the more successfully if
we unite our forces, from Lisbon to War-
saw.
The Brexiteers complain the EU has a

democratic deficit. This is true but it is the
Tories, and their equivalents on the con-
tinent, who have obstructed, in every way
they can, establishing democratic control
over EU institutions.

A Socialist United States of Europe
On June 22 we should vote Stay not as an
expression of confidence in the bosses Eu-
rope but to avoid further obstacles bring
put in the way of international working
class unity. But that is only the beginning.
We need to reforge that unity in action
against all the austerity governments,

If Europe’s workers rise up not only to
defend their past gains against erosion,
not only to win new and necessary gains
- full employment, higher wages, restored
education and health services, but a
different sort of society altogether. An-
other Europe is indeed possible but it
must be not just a social Europe, won by
reforms  but a Socialist Europe, won by
revolution.
This ideal, proudly proclaimed against

the advocates of anti-refugee racism and
a new cold war – can drive the far right
back into the sewers from which they are
emerging

Another fraudulent claim is that “most
of our laws come from Europe” and are
imposed on us, Ukip tries to claim as
many as 78 per cent! It is difficult to cal-
culate exactly what percentage have a Eu-
ropean component, but the House of
Commons Library estimates 1.4 per cent
of formal laws and 12.9 per cent of imple-
menting measures are related to the EU.
Most are detailed regulations concerning
trade and are negotiated by British minis-
ters and governments. In short, Britain is
not ruled from Brussels and certainly not
by a “monstrous bureaucracy”, it is smaller
than any of the single major departments
of state at Westminster.

What has Europe ever done for us?
What the Tories, both Remainers and
Leavers, object to most violently are rules
and regulations that give protection to
British workers, require higher standards
of goods or protect the environment.
Wherever these hit the pockets of our
bosses they have insisted British govern-
ments, Labour as well as Tory, demand
the famous “opt-outs”.

During the 1990s and early 2000s there
was a tendency, far too weak and with too
many UK opt outs, for protective and so-
cial legislation to be levelled up across Eu-
rope. Since then, this process has been
reversed in the name of competitiveness
on the world market. It was the strength
and militancy of continental workers, es-
pecially the French, that held this back to
some degree. Today, many British work-
ers' legal rights, from holiday pay to the
right to work free from discrimination,
are the result of membership of the EU. 
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Eight months hard Labour:
memoir of a new recruit

Summer 2015 was a time of great polit-
ical excitement for me.  Born under
Maggie the Milk Snatcher, grown up

under Tony the Warmonger, for the first time
in my life, there was a political leader of a
major party that who shared my values.
With the vigour of an over-excited child, I
plunged myself in to the Labour Party, pour-
ing in more energy and time then my wife or
small daughter would have liked. This is the
chance, I told myself, to make a lasting and
positive change.  This would be the legacy of
my generation to my daughter’s; this was our
one big opportunity. 

Eight months on, I laugh at my own exu-
berance and naivety. How naive I was to
think that the whole of the Labour Party
would be as enthused as me about the elec-
tion of Jeremy Corbyn and the sweeping
wave a political consciousness that engulfed
the country. Little did I know, that the much
of my time, here in Lambeth, would not be
spent fighting a not the austerity of a Tory
government but in fact serious cuts being
carried through by of the hard right of the
Labour Party.

✤

Lambeth Labour Party remains on the last
bastions of Blairism in the UK.  My con-
stituency was one of only 18 to nominate Liz
Kendall in last year’s leadership contest.
Seven of our current Labour councilors, in-
cluding 2 who hold Cabinet portfolios, the
Chief Whip, our candidate for the GLA and
the Chair of the Scrutiny Committee were
amongst the self-styled ‘Councilors for
Kendall’ who, in an open letter, publicly en-
dorsed a candidate whose answer to brutal
Tory attacks on our public services was ‘a lit-
tle less austerity’ and who failed to oppose
some of the worst Tory attacks on our welfare
state including the ‘benefit cap’, despite the
obvious damage that this would do to thou-
sands across our inner city borough.  

I learnt from meeting veterans of the great
struggles 1980s and early 1990s that Lambeth
Council in its present make-up is a result of
major defeats suffered by the Left in that pe-
riod. The council of that period defied
Thatcher and did all it could to build houses
and preserve and extend services. Their suc-
cessors have asset stripped our borough,
handed over our libraries to third sector
partners a peppercorn rent; gifted highly
valuable public spaces to the private Garden
Bridge Trust; sold off more Council homes
than the any other London borough; col-
luded with Network Rail in the gentrification
of central Brixton, evicting long standing
local business to ‘redevelop’ the area, triple
the rent and flood our town with multina-
tional coffee shop chains and sushi bars; and
sold off twelve plots of prime real estate in
order to fund the redevelopment of Lambeth
town hall.
The battle for the Labour Party in Lambeth

has been a bruising and frustrating experi-
ence. At ward meetings, comrades have been
shouted down by councilors and ward offi-
cers, when we have attempted to speak up for
left wing politics, including expletive filled
rants about Jeremy Corbyn’s “incompetence”
and “unelectability.” 

Successes
Despite all the difficulties, we have had some
encouraging successes.  In 2015, Lambeth
Council announced a plan to decommission
five of the borough’s libraries, handing their
buildings over to third sector giant Green-
wich Leisure Limited to run as ‘healthy living
centres’, or rather gyms with reading rooms.
This ‘innovative’ solution was angrily op-
posed across our community from the outset.
Friends of Libraries groups quickly rallied to
organise a series of demonstrations, culmi-
nating in a march of several thousand - the
largest local demonstration since the poll tax;
library staff took the incredibly brave step of
walking out and then voting for an official
strike to oppose job cuts despite significant
pressure from regional Unison not to; in the
Labour Party, motions were put to wards
right across the borough, culminating in Dul-

wich and West Norwood constituency pass-
ing a motion of opposition to the Council. 
This pressure, both inside and outside the

Party, has forced Lambeth Council to back-
track significantly.  One library was saved en-
tirely, another will retain full time, qualified
staff instead of having to rely on volunteers,
and the campaign to save the other three is
still going strong. 
The campaign is backed by national and

local literary figures including Will Self, our
local MP Helen Hayes has made public state-
ments in support, and a local councilor, so ap-
palled by the lack of transparency and
accountability, came our publicly in opposition
to the plans.  This campaign has shown that if
we can unite trade unions, community groups
and local Labour Party activists together in a
common fight we can win victories.  

✤

Thus despite the frustrations we need to build
on the small victories we have already won.
The goal now has to be to win big ones. If we
are to achieve that though, there is much
work to be done. We need to reconnect with
all of those people who were energised by
Corbyn’s leadership campaign.  We need this
critical mass to realise that paying your £3 is
not enough to facilitate the change we all
want to see.  

We need more political activists, we need
people on the streets fight for causes, con-
necting with the general public, we need
party activists, ready to come to ward and
CLP meetings, to demand that our voices
are heard and that our elected representa-
tives are accountable to both the party
membership and the community they rep-
resent.  

We need to smash the culture that sees
being a councilor in Lambeth as just another
step on the ladder to a well-paid, well-con-
nected job in Westminster.   We need politi-
cians who fight for the people they
represent. We need a Labour Party that is
ready to fight the Tories, not pass the burden
of their cuts onto the people who rely on the
party the most

By Joe Clegg

a party member in the Progress council bastion of Lambeth argues that victory is possible - and worth fighting for 
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Hillsborough exposes 
Establishment’s fear and 
loathing of the working class 

Hillsborough – which saw the death
of 95 Liverpool fans on 15 April
1989  - remains one of the worst

sporting tragedies. Given that that it took 27
years for the South Yorkshire Police and Am-
bulance Service to admit that they were un-
lawfully killed, due in the main to their own
actions, it is right that it should be so promi-
nently discussed.
The 95 people who died  on the day and

one other victim after a long period in a
coma,  were ordinary fans, not the “drunken
hooligans” or “wild animals” the press de-
scribed them as. Though as if they were in-
deed the latter, they were crushed into high
metal “pens” with locked gates which the po-
lice, for long after the situation became clear
kept closed and even pushed back people
who were climbing over them.  37 of the vic-
tims were teenagers, twenty-five were fathers;
one was a single mother with two teenagers.
Altogether, 58 children lost a parent.

Indelibly linked to this tragedy was the re-
port of the The Sun, four days after the
deaths. It carried the infamous front page,
claiming as “THE TRUTH” that fans “picked
the pockets of victims”, “urinated on the
brave cops,” and “beat up a PC giving the kiss
of life.” In fact it was a pack of lies fed to the
press by the South Yorkshire Police, con-
firmed by a Sheffield Tory MP Invine Patnick
and spiced up on the orders of Sun editor
Kelvin Mackenzie.

No surprise then that on the day the Inde-
pendent Panel published its verdict the Sun
reported it on its inside pages. That is the way
with the billionaire media – lies in huge front
page headlines and apologies many years
later given no prominence.

But the culpability of the SYP and the lies
of the Sun were well- known at the time as is
clear from the article in the May 1989 issue

of the monthly socialist newspaper, Workers
Power, republished on our website.  The re-
ally significant fact about the 27-year wait for
truth and justice (and the justice is yet to be
meted out) is summed up in the word im-
punity.

We are all told at school that a policeman
is just a citizen in uniform, subject to the
same laws as the rest of us. Tell that to the
families bereaved at Hillsborough. Tell it too
to the miners fitted up by the same constab-
ulary over the Battle of Orgreave, five years
before Hillsborough; who have not received
either truth or justice; indeed have been de-
nied an independent inquiry.

In fact in our society justice is class jus-
tice - it has to be filtered through the inter-
ests of the ruling class. Thus it is that
working class people as a whole, plus peo-
ple who suffer systematic racism and sex-
ism,  are repressed and brutalised by the
forces of order without any real recourse to
law . The state protects its own protectors
first and foremost.
Their thinking is that unless they have vir-

tual immunity from prosecution they could
not be relied on to lay in to those considered
the enemies of the boss class, on the picket
line, on demonstrations or wherever “dan-
gerous” crowds gather. The aim is to make
working class people forget that, as the rev-
olutionary poet Shelley wrote;   “we are
many; they are few”.
Thus political and class prejudice on the

part of the police, politicians, the press, and
the courts all played their part in the cover
up. And politics - not the politics of elections
– but of the struggle between classes – was
the background to the lies of the SYP, the
Tory ministers, Margaret Thatcher, and the
right wing press.

Class hatred
1989 was the end of a decade of intense class
struggle, like the preceding decade. But if the

1970s was a time of stunning victories for
dockers, miners, local government workers
and the growth of the unions to 12.2 million
members in 1979 the 1980s was the decade
of stunning defeats - the steel workers (1980),
the miners (1985), the printers (1987) and
the dockers, in the months following Hills-
borough.

Nor should it be forgotten that Liverpool
Council was in the forefront of the defiance
of the Tories “rate capping” aimed at forcing
Labour Councils to cut services, house build-
ing and jobs, etc. In the person of Derek Hat-
ton and the Militant Tendency it was the site
of a vicious witch hunt by the then leader of
the Labour Party, Neil Kinnock.

As well as deep hostility to pickets and
paramilitary police attacks on them at Org-
reave during the 1984-5 Miners’ Strike and
outside Rupert Murdoch’s Fortress Wapping,
where the Sun was produced, the press and
Tory ministers including the Iron Lady her-
self, whipped up a frenzy of hatred against
“football hooligans.”  

Even papers like the Daily Mirror (14 June
1988) could  write; “It would be wrong to
compare them with animals because no ani-
mal is like them.  No brute could be so
brutish.  No pig could so wallow in the mud.
No rat could be as cowardly.”

And Bobby Robson, the England manager,
demanded that they should be "flogged in
front of the main stands before the start of a
home game" (both cited in Hillsborough and
After the Liverpool Experience First Report
April 1990).

Response
Of course all football fans were not angels;
there were terrible accidents like the Heysel
Stadium disaster in Brussels on 29 May 1985,
when Juventus fans were crushed by a col-
lapsing wall after being chased by Liverpool
fans, before the start of the 1985 European
Cup Final.

But by far the greatest numbers of injuries
were due to the dilapidated stadiums or the
control measures instituted by the clubs and
the police.

Particularly dangerous were the high,
locked,  fencing which hemmed in the ter-
races to prevent pitch invasions – which, as
researchers have shown, were actually quite
rare events and led to few injuries.
The answer which the owners came up

with were all-seater stadiums and the end
of the terraces, and the remorseless rise in
the cost of tickets, as the Workers Power ar-
ticle foresaw. Of course the “game of the
working man” [sic] was always at club and
top division level a game for the working
class, and had its darker sides - racism, lo-
calism and nationalism.

Yet its mass, collective, team spirit was ex-
pressed when for example miners took  huge
collections outside stadiums during their
strike and when the increase in the number
of skilled black players and the antiracist fans’
organisations combatted the racist chants.

As Hillsborough showed, the police treated
the fans as though they had already commit-
ted a crime by being there, herding them as
though they were prisoners of war. And in a
sense they were because throughout the
Thatcher government, not simply during the
Great Miners’ Strike the ruling class  was en-
gaged in  destroying a whole section of the
working class – moving the ports and the
Fleet Street, closing the mines and devastat-
ing their communities, breaking the tradi-
tions of solidarity and community.

As we are rebuilding these traditions and
reclaiming our organistions we should not
forget the lessosn Hillborough can teach us,
the courage and struggle for justice of the
families, the solidarity of a very working class
city and indeed people around the country.
But also we should not forget the ruthless of
our class enemy.  Forewarned is forearmed -
or at least it should be

By Dave Stockton

the 27 year campaign for truth and justice is a lesson in the value of courage and solidarity 
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Antisemitism past and present

Religious bigotry is practically as old as
religion itself. And Christian religious
bigotry against Jews, unparalleled in

the Muslim world of the same period, was a
feature of the so-called Dark and Middle Ages
in Europe.

Based on the idea that “the Jews killed Jesus”,
and combined with the “blood libel” that Jews
drank the blood of Christian children at
Passover, it was used to incite pogroms, to
expel the Jews from England, Spain and other
countries, to exclude them from most occu-
pations and to confine them to ghettos.
The 18th century Enlightenment, however,

saw revolutions in Holland, England, America
and France that established the idea of repre-
sentative government, and gradually liberated
the Jews from these medieval restrictions.

Jews became assimilated into all classes of a
developing capitalist society. However, anti-
Jewish bigotry based on religion survived in
the Russian Empire and in the more backward
regions of eastern Europe, where democratic
revolutions had not yet taken place but whose
autocratic rulers were threatened by the
prospect of them. The themes of this bigotry
merged almost seamlessly with those of a new
ideology, antisemitism, that developed later in
Western Europe.

Modern racial antisemitism
The term “antisemitism” was coined by the
German racist Wilhelm Marr in 1879. Draw-
ing on the ideas of the French racist Arthur de
Gobineau and the Anglo-German racist
Houston Stuart Chamberlain, Marr linked his
virulently negative view of Jewishness not to
religion or culture but to race, seeing the Jews
as part of a separate race (“Semites”), who
could not be absorbed into the white Christian
nations of Europe.
This was used to justify a revived persecu-

tion of Jews across Europe. The presence, after
their legal emancipation, of a significant mi-
nority of Jews in the sphere of banking, com-
merce, culture and the professions was used
as “evidence” for the claim that the Jews “con-
trolled” these areas of life.
The far larger number of poor Jewish arti-

sans, petty traders and above all workers were

subjected to vile caricatures: Jewish usurers
“swindled the poor”; they seduced and “pol-
luted” Christian women; they were mixing
and undermining the “Aryan” race.
This phoney “racial science” that anti-

semitism grew out of was intimately linked
with the European powers’ empires in Africa,
Asia and the Americas, as a justification for
the plunder of the natural resources and
labour of the colonies. It similarly demonised
as “inferior races” the indigenous peoples of
these continents, especially if they came to Eu-
rope.

Adolf Hitler combined all these “narratives”
into a mass political movement, culminating
in the horrific deaths of six million Jews in the
1940s. As a central plank of Nazi and fascist
ideology, antisemitism was and remains a
mortal danger not just to its direct victims but
also to the working class and socially op-
pressed in general. 

The “socialism of fools”
Socialists and revolutionary Marxists in par-
ticular were the fiercest opponents of anti-
semitism practically from its inception. The
German socialist Frederick Engels, faced with
enquiries about whether antisemitism was
“anticapitalist”, wrote in 1890 that, “all it serves
are reactionary ends under a purportedly so-
cialist cloak… and we can have nothing to do
with that”. And Engels proudly acknowledged
what the antisemites regarded as an accusa-
tion against the Jews, that they played a major
role in the socialist and revolutionary demo-
cratic movements.

August Bebel is credited with the famous
phrase that antisemitism is “the socialism of
fools”. Indeed landowners and capitalists pro-

moted antisemitism precisely to undermine
the rise of the modern labour movement, be-
ginning in France (with the 1894 Dreyfus af-
fair) and in Austria (where the antisemite Karl
Lueger became mayor of Vienna in 1897).
Britain’s first racist immigration law was
passed in 1905 to stem the flow of Jewish
refugees from Tsarist Russia.
The infamous Protocols of the Elders of

Zion was a forgery by the Tsarist secret police,
which purported to “prove” a conspiracy of
Jewish financiers and revolutionaries for
world domination. This went alongside a

bogus “anticapitalism” that identified the gen-
uine evils of capitalism exclusively with Jewish
capitalists like the Rothschild banking dynasty.
Liberals, Freemasons and Jesuits occasionally
featured in these same conspiracy theories.
This agitation was targeted at those social

layers under pressure from big business who
were least able to fight back collectively against
their real exploiters and oppressors: ruined ar-
tisans and shopkeepers, the lower middle
class, the long term unemployed and non-
union workers who saw Jewish migrants as
competitors. The parallel with contemporary
racists’ concentration on Muslims, East Euro-
pean migrants and refugees is all too obvious.

The “New Antisemitism”
However, since the early 1970s and especially
since the second Palestinian Intifada in 2000,
Israel’s apologists (both Jewish and non-Jew-
ish) have made the claim that there is a “New
Antisemitism”, consisting of the “delegitimisa-
tion” of the State of Israel and the rejection of
“Jewish nationhood”.
They often cite the wave of attacks on syna-

gogues during and after Israel’s attack on Gaza

in 2009 as evidence of this. These were clearly
antisemitics attacks, though attacks on syna-
gogues are unfortunately nothing new. How-
ever they also often include attacks on Israeli
policy of Zionism as examples of antisemtism.
This is false and self serving. As the article op-
posite shows, anti-Zionism is not inherently
antisemitic.

Insofar as antisemitic arguments around al-
leged “Jewish control” of the banks, the media
or US foreign policy and so on occasionally do
arise from supporters of the Palestinians, the
main reason for them is obviously unin-
formed and simplistic indignation at Israel’s
treatment of the Palestinians.

Such reactions are completely wrong and
self-defeating, because they target innocent
people, they are racist, they harm the Palestin-
ian cause and aid people who foment anti-
Muslim bigotry. Indeed, precisely because of
the repeated charge of antisemitism that is lev-
elled against it, there are probably few move-
ments that are as self-conscious about
identifying and isolating antisemitic ideas
within its own ranks as the global Palestine
solidarity movement is.

But we should also reject the idea that com-
paring antisemitism to other forms of racism
somehow diminishes opposition to it. On the
contrary, it sheds light on how racist ideology
works, and therefore on how to combat it. 
Thus, while the Holocaust will always rank

in the highest category of racist crimes against
humanity, we can also see that it is not unique.
The millions who perished in the Transat-
lantic slave trade and on the slave plantations,
the near wiping-out of the indigenous inhab-
itants of Australia and the Americas, the arti-
ficial famines brought about by British
colonial domination in Ireland and India, and
Ottoman Turkey’s genocide of the Armenians
do not and cannot in anyway diminish the im-
portance of the Holocaust.

But neither can the Holocaust render them
insignificant. The victims of these genocides
have a hundred times more in common with
each other than with those who try to deny
them or exploit them for their own purposes.
What they all show is that antisemitism is a
part of a wider racist challenge facing all those
struggling to create a world where exploitation
and oppression are banished forever. If we
wanto to defeat racism, our slogan is not
“never compare” but “never forget”. 

By Jeremy Dewar 
& Dave Stockton

The recent furore in Labour has renewed debate about the nature of one of the oldest forms of racism
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What is Zionism? Q&A

debate

Zionism is the idea that all Jewish people, re-
gardless of their present location, citizenship
or origin, should have a state in the eastern
Mediterranean that collectively belongs to
them, rather than to the people (Jewish or
otherwise) who actually live there.

What’s wrong with it is that it is racist, un-
democratic and objectively antisemitic.

Zionism was a reaction to antisemitism
that accepted antisemitism’s basic premise,
that Jewish people did not “really belong” in
the countries they lived in, and that they
needed a special country of their own, some-
where else. But Jewish people no more “come
from Israel” than Catholics come from Italy,
or Muslims come from Saudi Arabia.

It is undemocratic because, in a democ-
racy, citizenship and all the rights that go
with it belong to all the people who live in it,
and not to any group of people arbitrarily
chosen on the basis of religion or ethnicity.

And it is racist because the creation of a
“Jewish state” in Palestine involved imposing
the rule of a foreign colonial power (Britain)
on its existing Arab inhabitants, and forcing
most of them out of the country in 1948.

In the present day, it means a raft of racist
property and citizenship laws directed
against Israel’s minority Arab citizens, con-
tinuing the 1967 occupation to accommo-
date Jewish settlers, granting occupied
Palestinians neither citizenship nor any state
of their own, and preventing the return of the
Palestinian refugees while granting citizen-
ship to anyone who fits the state’s definition
of “who is a Jew”.

There are plenty of other countries that
came into existence in a similar way: the USA
and Australia, for example. These have all be-
come “normal” nation-states by reducing

their indigenous peoples to a small fraction
of the population, through a protracted
process of war, massacres, land-grabbing and
segregation.

Israel is still in the middle of this bloody
process, and no socialist should want Israel
to become “normal” by retracing the genoci-
dal path taken by Australia or the USA.

No, it doesn’t. The Roma were nearly
wiped out by the Nazis as well; they also suf-
fered a long history of violence and persecu-
tion. But no one suggests they should “go
home” to Afghanistan or northern India.

What both genocides prove is that the
labour movement has a positive duty to de-
fend any minority under attack. Where it
fails in this task, the consequences can be
very extreme indeed.

In today’s Britain, Black African and
Caribbean people are still among the most
discriminated against minorities. Muslims of
South Asian, Middle Eastern and North
African origin are one of the most consis-
tently vilified, on account of their instinctive
opposition to the wars Western countries
have waged in the Arab and Muslim world.

But pro-Israel journalists and politicians
who have used claims of antisemitism to at-
tack the Labour left are not just largely silent
about anti-Muslim bigotry. Many of them
have been in the forefront of promoting or
exploiting Islamophobia and state measures
– including the racist Prevent programme,
which encourages a witch-hunting atmos-
phere against alleged “Muslim radicals” and
“extremists” on campus.

We should certainly oppose genuine in-
stances of antisemitism, even when it comes
from pro-Palestine activists. But we should
also oppose the manufactured scare that is
being used to stigmatise anyone who op-
poses Zionism as an antisemite, and to pre-
vent people from talking about Zionism at
all.

Anyone who is serious about Palestinian
national rights should certainly demand the

end of the 1967 occupation, not just as part
of some far-off “peace settlement”, but imme-
diately and unconditionally. And if the in-
habitants of the occupied territories declare
an independent state, then we should de-
mand its immediate and unconditional
recognition.

But the problem doesn’t end there. Israel’s
need to maintain an artificial Jewish majority
means that it constantly has to encourage
new (and exclusively) Jewish immigration,
and to accommodate the newcomers at the
expense of the Palestinians.
This forces it to keep expanding the areas

available for exclusively Jewish settlement.
Even within Israel’s pre-1967 boundaries, this
has meant the forced ghettoisation of Israel’s
Arab Palestinian minority, to make way for
new “Jewish-only” towns and suburbs.

But it also means that Israel cannot break
its addiction to West Bank settlements with-
out losing a vital safety-valve for social dis-
content – and without undermining its own
historic and ideological foundations. This is
the real reason why there has never been and
probably never will be a “two-state solution”.

We advocate a single secular, democratic
and bi-national state in Israel-Palestine,
which will grant full and equal citizenship to
both of its peoples, because this is the sim-
plest, the most democratic and the most
likely form that the decolonisation of Israel-
Palestine will take.

Of course, if Israel was no longer “the Jew-
ish state” in the Zionist sense, but merely a
“state of its citizens” that happened to have a
Jewish majority, then it is possible to imagine
scenarios in which Israelis and Palestinians
could agree to a fair division of territory be-
tween them. But even this “two state” sce-
nario would require a recognition of the right
of return for the Palestinian refugees.

For as long as Israel is still a state in which
the need for continued expansion is a built-
in feature of its character as “the Jewish state”,
any settlement of justified Palestinian griev-
ances will require cast-iron guarantees
against the Palestinians’ future displacement
by it.

And this involves recognising the right of

Palestinians who have already been displaced
to some form of restitution – not as an aggre-
gate of individuals, but as a matter of their
collective national rights. The Palestinians,
like the Israelis and unlike “the Jews”, are a
nation – and national rights by definition are
collective.

The picture is actually more mixed. Iraq and
Yemen both did expel their Jewish minorities
in the 1950s. Syria prevented its Jews from
leaving the country at all, while Jews from Mo-
rocco, Tunisia and Iran emigrated to Israel for
much the same reasons as economic migrants
in general do, in search of better prospects in
a country with a higher standard of living.

But even if every Arab state had expelled the
Jews as Iraq and Yemen did, to accept the idea
of “population exchange” sets a very danger-
ous precedent that socialists should reject.
Would its advocates still apply this idea in the
scenario that the Arab states “drove the Jews
into the sea”?

Only in the sense that Lebanon’s Christian
Maronites were “coerced” into accepting that
they could no longer dominate Lebanon against
the will of a majority of its inhabitants; or in the
sense that white South Africans were “coerced”
into accepting the end of apartheid.

Of course, if in a post-Zionist Israel-Palestine
there were still sizeable regions whose inhabi-
tants wanted some form of autonomy or inde-
pendence, then that would be entirely fair in
principle. But it is not an injustice in the present
that Israel should be compelled to abandon the
racist and colonising basis on which it currently
exists.

In short, a democracy is “a state of its citizens”
and its citizens should include all of its inhabi-
tants. A state built on colonisation imports its
citizens, and grants them rights on the basis of
ethnicity. “Opposing Zionism” means defend-
ing this former, democratic idea against the lat-
ter, racist one. A just and viable end to the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict means putting it into
practice

By Marcus Halaby 

a longer version of this article appears online at redflagonline.org
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What is Zionism? Isn’t it just a code
word for Jews?

Aren’t there other countries like
that? Why single out Israel?

So what’s wrong with that then?
Don’t Jewish people come from 
Israel anyway?

But doesn’t “one state” mean co-
ercing Jewish-Israelis into accepting
an Arab conquest?

But didn’t Arab and Muslim states
drive out a lot of their Jews as well?
Why not just accept an exchange
of populations?

Why bring up the Palestinian
refugees? Doesn’t that just compli-
cate things?

Surely the priority should be ending
the occupation and creating a
Palestinian state?

But doesn’t the Nazi Holocaust
demonstrate that Jewish people
need a state of their own?
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Great powers fiddle while Syria burns

Syrians in the rebel-held “liberated
zones” marked the beginning of the US
and Russian-brokered “cessation of hos-

tilities” by coming out onto the streets in their
tens of thousands, with anti-Assad rallies re-
ported in 104 different locations on 4 March,
the first Friday after the ceasefire took effect.
The demonstrators chanted slogans not just

against the murderous Assad dictatorship
and its Russian and Iranian backers, but also
against sectarian forces like ISIS and the
Nusra Front, the Syrian affiliate of al-Qaeda.
Indicating its real relationship with the civil-
ian popular movement, Nusra responded by
threatening to shoot protesters in Idlib
province on 8 March, prompting condemna-
tions from the country’s biggest Islamist rebel
group, Ahrar al-Sham.

✤

Elsewhere, anti-Assad protests held in Rojava
by the opposition Syrian Kurdish National
Council (KNC) were repressed by the ruling
Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD). The
PYD also tried to ban KNC-led protests on
19 May marking the hundredth anniversary
of the Sykes-Picot agreement, in which
Britain and France divided up the Arab coun-
tries between them and left the Kurds with-
out a state of their own.
This was always the real risk of any cease-

fire for the Assad regime, that any let-up in
its violence against civilians would allow the
popular democratic movement to emerge
from under the rubble and revive the anti-
sectarian message that characterised the early,
unarmed, street-based phase of the revolu-
tion in 2011, before Assad decided to plunge
the country into civl war. 

In regime-held Hama, 800 political prison-
ers seized control of their prison on 2 May,
amid reports that five inmates were being
moved elsewhere for execution. The regime
had originally prepared to storm the prison
three days later, but eventually had to agree to
the release of a total of 72 inmates to bring the
uprising to an end, in a sign that even in
regime-held areas its absolute control is far
from certain. Indeed, there were reports of se-

curity forces attacking unarmed and mainly
youthful demonstrators from the supposedly
“quiescent” Druze minority in regime-held
Suwayda on 15 April and 13 May.

And it is precisely because of this risk that
the relative calm could not be allowed to con-
tinue. Assad regime forces and their allies vi-
olated the ceasefire 312 times during its very
first week, in particular by resuming the
bombing of Douma in the Damascus sub-
urbs. In the process they killed 135 people in
the areas covered by the ceasefire, as well as
552 people in areas not covered (primarily
areas held by ISIS). The regime’s bombard-
ment of Syria’s largest city Aleppo has esca-
lated since, almost to pre-“ceasefire” levels.

On 12 May, the regime even blocked deliv-
eries of food to Darayya, one of the many vic-
tims of its calculated starvation sieges, before
shelling the civilians who had come out to re-
ceive it. And despite President Vladimir
Putin’s announcement of a Russian “with-
drawal” from Syria on 14 March, Russia’s
continued support for the Assad regime has
been central to its resumption of the war.

And yet the US-led Western coalition in
Syria, which claims to be in favour of a “tran-
sition towards democracy”, has not just turned
a blind eye to these violations, but has indi-
cated that it has no real objection to them. 

US Colonel Steven Warren said in a press
conference on 25 April that the Russian and

Assad regime attacks on Aleppo did not vio-
late the ceasefire because “it's primarily al-
Nusra who holds Aleppo”, and Nusra is not a
party to the “cessation of hostilities”.
This is nonsense: the deeply unpopular

Nusra Front has only about 100 fighters in
Aleppo, a city with about 300,000 inhabitants
(about a third of its pre-war population); and
Nusra were forced to withdraw the few thou-
sand fighters that had there previously as a
result of civilian protests and the response to
them of the more popular secular nationalist
and “moderate Islamist” militias.

Warren subsequently withdrew his state-
ment on 7 May, perhaps realising that this
effective carte blanche to Russia and Assad
threatened to unravel the USA’s own delicate
plans to use its intervention in Syria to re-
cover its waning regional influence. But by
then the damage had been done; and the
message was received that the Western
coalition will not lift a finger to save Syrian
civilians in the rebel-held areas for as long
as the Syrian opposition have not yet been
coerced into accepting a “negotiated transi-
tion” with Assad still at the helm. This is
what the Western powers really mean by the
demand that the rebels should “break with
the extremists” in their ranks.
This might seem inexplicable to those peo-

ple who have bought the lie that the Syrian
revolution was a Western plot for “regime

change”, or for those supporters of the revo-
lution who still hold out the hope that the
West will one day make good on its demo-
cratic promises. But the fact is that the West-
ern powers, like Russia, want to preserve
Assad’s security state as a force for “stability”,
differing only on the means and the timetable
for Assad’s own eventual removal.

✤

This has led them to discuss the possibility of
a federal division of Syria (in which Russia and
the USA would compete for influence over the
Rojava Kurds), and a new constitution that
would surround Assad and his successors with
powerless “deputies”, presumably drawn from
the pro-US elements of the opposition.

And we should draw the appropriate con-
clusion: not to demand that the West “con-
fronts Putin” in Syria, but to recognise that its
cynical game of chess with Russia is part of
the problem. Like the Palestinians, the Syrian
people are also the victims of an unholy al-
liance of the interests of powerful and com-
peting states, and like them, they too deserve
solidarity and practical assistance in their
struggle against the odds. Freedom from dic-
tatorship - and national self-determination
for the Kurds - will be a powerful blow
against tyranny everywhere, and in particular
in Palestine and Iraq

By Marcus Halaby

popular protests emerge from the rubble as western governments remain complicit in Russian bombing 

Beneath the rubble ordinary Syrians defend the democratic ideals of the revolution



French workers defy government

Nato powers plot new Libya role

French Trade unions have staged two
nationwide days of action in re-
sponse to the Socialist Party govern-

ment's use of emergency powers to impose
its reforms to the Work Law without a vote
in the National Assembly.
This reform is the most serious attack since

the pension reform carried out by the right
wing government of president Nicolas
Sarkozy in 2010. It makes it easier for bosses
to sack workers, bypass national agreements
and undermine strict overtime payment reg-
ulations.

It has provoked months of strikes and
protests by trade unions and the youth-led
‘Nuit Debout’ movement, inspired by the
2011 ‘Indignados’ protests in Spain.
The bill will now go to the Senate, France’s

upper house, for approval. Many trade
unionists and activists are hoping that an es-
calation of the strikes can deliver a repeat of
2006 when mass protests forced the govern-

ment to repeal the CPE law, which attacked
the employment rights of young workers.

On Thursday, 100,000 marched in Paris,
with large demonstrations in the regional
centres. Strikes have spread amongst railway
workers, in the oil refineries and the postal
service. Petrol stations in the west are starting
to run out of fuel as trade union activists use
blockades and pickets to tighten the screws.

Confrontation
The use of emergency powers to force
through the bill means the government has
staked its future on facing down the move-
ment. Both sides know that there can only be

one winner in this test of strength.
There have been over 1000 arrests amid

some of the most violent confrontations in
recent years. MPs voted to renew the state of
emergency, giving the government’s authority
to ban demonstrations - a power they have
not hesitated to use.
The Socialist Party leaders have threatened

to send in the police to break the pickets and
“restore order”. The violence of the ruling
class, with water cannons used against pickets
blockading oil refineries has forced the CGT
leadership to support the strikes. 

Agitation for a general strike has spread be-
yond union militants and is gathering wide-

spread support amongst workers and youth.  

Tous ensemble
The movement needs to arm itself against
both the forces of the state and its agents in
the working class.
This means the election of local and re-

gional coordination committees of delegates,
drawn from the workplaces, from the schools
and universities, but also from the banlieues
(the outer suburbs with a high proportion of
youth from families of North African origin).

Uniting these young people with the
workers movement and the youth of the ly-
cées (high schools) and universities would be,
at one and the same time, a blow against is-
lamophobic racism and against the dead ends
of fundamentalism and terrorism.

Such bodies at local, regional and national
level can prepare and launch an all-out gen-
eral strike to force the withdrawal of the law

What is also needed is creation of services
d’ordres (stewards) from the unions and the
youth to defend the movement against the
repression of the cops and the riot squads,
and avoid provocations

Five years after the NATO-led inter-
vention into the revolutionary civil
war that ended in the overthrow of

dictator Muammar Gaddafi, Western pow-
ers are preparing to send ground troops into
Libya. Britain, France and Italy may well
play some sort of role.Their declared objec-
tive is to destroy Islamic State (IS) forces in
Libya, who for the last year have held a size-
able but under-populated area of Libya’s
central coast around Gaddafi’s war-devas-
tated home town of Sirte. 

Western governments claim to possess a
UN mandate to strike anywhere in the world
at organisations plotting attacks on their cit-
izens or territory, and that a strike on IS in
Libya would thus be a “defensive” action. UK
Foreign Secretary Philip Hammond has said
that the government will not hold a parlia-
mentary vote as they did for air strikes in

Syria, because British troops would be de-
ployed on “training” rather than “combat”
missions.
They have two other less openly advertised

objectives. One is to establish firm control of
Libya’s oil reserves, the largest in Africa; they
fear that the massive oil terminals of Ra’s
Lanuf are vulnerable to IS attacks. The other,
especially important to Italy, is to control the
small ports from which large numbers of
refugees and migrants are likely to resume
dangerous cross-Mediterranean voyages, now
that Turkey has blocked the Aegean route. 

US, British and French special forces have
reportedly already conducted covert opera-
tions; US aircraft based in the UK have car-
ried out “targeted killings” in Libya.

US President Barack Obama had been
hesitant about further involvement since his
disastrous meddling in Libya’s second-
largest city Benghazi in 2012, which re-
sulted in an Islamist attack on the US
consulate and the death of its Ambassador,

J. Christopher Stevens. However in an inter-
view in August 2014, Obama has since said
that “we [and] our European partners un-
derestimated the need to come in full force
if you’re going to do this”.
Their problem for the last two years has

been the existence of two rival governments
in Libya, with two sets of armed forces and
dozens of local militia allies. One, supported
by Turkey, Qatar and Sudan, claimed its man-
date from the rump members of a dissolved
General National Congress (GNC) originally
elected in July 2012, and was defended by the
Libya Dawn coalition of former anti-Gaddafi
militias in Misrata and the capital, Tripoli.
The other, supported by the USA, Egypt,

Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates,
was based in Tobruk in eastern Libya. Its
army is led by the loose cannon strongman
General Khalifa Haftar, a former Gaddafi
regime minister who joined a US-sponsored
opposition movement in 1988. It claimed its
mandate from widely boycotted elections

held under civil war conditions in June 2014.
UN-sponsored negotiations saw the rump

GNC abandon power in favour of a “Gov-
ernment of National Accord” (GNA). 

However, Haftar has said that he will not
join the GNA until the mainly Islamist mili-
tias that supported the GNC are dissolved.

Indeed for two years Haftar has waged a
campaign against Islamist militias in Beng-
hazi, destroying much of the city and displac-
ing more than a quarter of its residents. Many
regard him as an Egyptian stooge and as a
representative of the old regime. And the
GNA itself has yet to make a formal request
for foreign intervention. 

But it should be plain enough that Western
intervention will be no more productive of
peace and prosperity than it was in 2011, or
their invasions and interventions in Iraq and
Syria before and since.We should therefore
oppose any new Western intervention, and
give no political support to any of the rival
forces tearing the country apart 

By KD Tait 

By Dave Stockton

@kdytait
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Tories put the
boot into health

There will be no consultation with local
people and community organisations.
Each “Footprint” will be required to
work as an isolated "local health econ-
omy," 

Clinical Commissioning Groups
(CCGs), created by Andrew Lansley’s
2012 Health and Social Care Act in will
still be required to put services out to
tender – i.e . to spend NHS funds on
providing attractive profit margins to
the privateers. 
The plan talks blithely of this requir-

ing “reconfiguration” –which will mean
a return to closures of A&E units and
even entire hospitals.

Clearly it is a vital task to mobilise in
every local area, not just existing
health campaigners or health workers
unions, but all trade unions and all the
local Labour Parties,  to undertake a
massive exposure of Hunt’s  wrecking
plan and halt it in its tracks. Likewise
the Labour Party National Executive
must publicise and expose this latest
demolition job and the Parliamentary
Party needs to use the House of Com-
mons to rally forces.

Labour’s two voices 
All opinion polls show that the NHS is
still appreciated in deed loved by a huge
majority of the population and figures
at the very top of their concerns when
it comes to elections. Defending and in-
deed restaoring the NHS is a vote win-
ner for Labour.

Yet Labour still speaks out of the right
as well as the left side of its mouth on
this issue, leading to distrust and suspi-
cion from local health campaigners and
many of the hundreds of thousands of
new members and supporters who ral-
lied to Jeremy Corbyn last year. This
means that the Greens, Plaid Cymru
and the SNP were able to steal a march
on Labour  in proposing a NHS Rein-
statement Bill last year and this.   
The continued ambivalence is sym-

bolised by a meeting representatives  of
the pro-NHS campaigns had with
Shadow Chancellor John McDonnell
and Shadow Health Secretary Heidi
Alexander on 13 April, where they
pressed again for a comprehensive NHS

The crisis of NHS funding is
reaching a turning point. Ac-
cording to John Lister “In

many areas the threat of cuts and clo-
sures could soon be a reality.” He points
out that after conducting a survey of
155 acute trust finance reports this
shows that “25 have deficits over £25m
– and the average deficit is almost
£15m. Acute trusts deficits totaled
£2.3bn by December.” 
The junior doctors’ strikes and cam-

paign against the slashing of trainee
nurses’ bursaries have highlighted the
dreadful conditions experienced not
only by doctors but by all workers
across the NHS. 

Trusts are also, as a result, also miss-
ing treatment targets for A&E patients,
cancer patients, those on waiting lists,
and most seriously, failing mental
health patients, because these, and drug
rehabilitation services, are perceived as
“unpopular” and easier to cut. 

Of course these failings of the NHS
are publicized in the Tory tabloids, with
the news of the “overspending” to make
the case for more privatisation and the
move from a universal service free at
the point of use to one based on insur-
ance. Another measure aimed at under-
mining “universal provision” is to make
workers or visitors from abroad pay
back the costs of medical treatment.
This might involve all patients having to
prove entitlement. 

Despite the Tory Lib Dem and the
present governments claims to ring
fence the NHS against cuts, the two
governments have not increased spend-
ing in real terms since 2010.

In January the Thatcherite hardliner,
Health Secretary Jeremy Hunt, insisted
the Trust managers must clear their
deficits before they can get any of his
£1.8 billion ‘transformation fund’ for
2016-17. In fact half of all acute trusts
have deficits above £10 million. 

Tory Footprints 
The latest method for imposing cuts to
crave up England’s NHS into 44 local
“footprint” areas, each mandated to
draw up 1-year and 5-year “Sustainabil-
ity and Transformation Plans” (STPs).

Reinstatement Bill. 
According to a report: “Heidi

Alexander said she had not been on a
picket line and did not plan to be. She
thought that a large number of people
would not expect to see the Shadow
Secretary of Health on a picket line.”
This is a disgrace and she should be
obliged to apologise to the junior doc-
tors  and pledge to support any further
actions or else resign.
The problem facing Labour is that the

process of privatisation was started by
the New Labour government in 2003.
Gordon Brown’s 1997 budget did pro-
vide an immediate injection of £1.2bn
into the NHS, with real-terms spending
rising year on year thereafter.

Yet New Labour, as a result of its
strategic orientation towards the pros-
perous middle classes (“Middle Eng-
land”), and a fear of increasing taxation
for the better off , adopted the Private
Finance Initiative, (PFI) to massage its
public spending figures. 

In 2009 Labour introduced the rule
that “any qualified provider” could
tender for NHS contracts, allowing pa-
tients to be referred to a private hospi-
tal or clinic rather than a local district
hospital. It is this poisonous legacy that
accounts for Labour’s half-heartedness
during the campaigns against the Tory
measures. This was made worse by the
fact that Unison the biggest health
service union mounted no serious na-
tional campaign of protests and action
to kill the Bill. 

Now with the Footprints proposal we
need to put this right. We need local
and national bodies to launch huge
public protests and direct action to stop
the wreckers . We need Labour MPs to
use Parliament to issue calls to action
and expose the Tories. 

And we need the Labour Party at its
Conferennce to adopt a Plan for a fully
restored and deprivatised NHS. To be
effective, this will not only stop the pri-
vateers milking the NHS but recover
the billions already plundered.  It also
means a comprehensive nationalisa-
tion without compensation of the en-
tire private healthcare industry
including Big Pharma 
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